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Abstract

The objective of honeypot database (context honeypot) is
to identify a potential privacy violator. A suspected user’s
interaction with the database is analyzed to determine sus-
picion. Such a system must satisfy certain characteristics.
One of the such characteristics is obliviousness. The suc-
cess of such a system depends on its remaining oblivious
to the suspected user. In this demo paper, we describe
the architecture and workflow of such a system, abbrevi-
ated as OCHD (ObliviousnessCharacteristic ofHoneypot
Database).

1 Introduction

Honeypots are being used as security tools in network do-
main as early warning systems[1, 2, 3, 7]. Rakesh Agrawal
et. al. [6] have proposed a framework of privacy policy
for databases. From then onwards there has been a lot
of research on security of privacy and prevention of unau-
thorized access to databases. Various functional applica-
tions such as hospital, university, passport, etc. gather per-
sonal information from the users. However, they require
user’s consent to opt-in / opt-out for disclosure of (parts
of) data. This constitutes the privacy policy, which is en-
forced by the organization to prevent any unauthorized ac-
cess to databases. However, even in a robust implementa-
tion, such a system can be compromised in different ways.
Possibility of a user X masquerading as a user Y may ex-
ist. A suspected user could be prevented from accessing the
database. A better approach would be to confirm the suspi-
cion of a suspected user and then either (a) permit him/her
to access the database (in case the suspicion is not well
founded), or (b) deny access.

We address this issue by applying the concept of context
honeypot. The suspected user is kept under intense obser-
vation to confirm or reject the suspicion [4]. Context hon-
eypots are only meaningful for a specific malafide inten-
sion. The most important characteristic of context honey-
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pot is obliviousness. This along with other characteristics
are addressed by Gupta et. al. in the paper [5].

Obliviousness means that a suspected user, who has
been put in honeypot should not in any way become aware
of being put in honeypot. If he/she become aware that
she/he is under observation, the whole exercise becomes
self defeating. Thus, absence of this characteristic would
make honeypot totally useless. In the context honeypot,
the suspected user is allowed to interact so that his interac-
tion details can be recorded for determination of suspicion
in way to confirmation.

In the demonstration, we consider the example ofDis-
closure of an actress Health information to News Media
as discussed in [5]. The reader may refer to the paper for
details of the example. We consider the problem of dis-
closure of private information of a patient (an actress) by
a suspected nurse. It is only possible when the nurse mas-
querades as a treating doctor (when robust privacy policy
is in place). We address the issue of obliviousness in this
demonstration. Here synthetic information is made avail-
able for the part which is not known to the suspected user.

The organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2
gives the architecture of OCHD, Section 3 discusses the
workflow that describes techniques of obliviousness. Fi-
nally, Section 4 presents the demonstration and that com-
pletes the paper.

2 OCHD Architecture
The proposed architecture of OCHD (Obliviousness
Characteristic ofHoneypot) is given in Figure 1. It com-
prises of following four Modules

1. User Interface

2. Masquerader Determinator

3. Query Manipulator

4. Synthetic Result Generator

These modules are described below :-



Figure 1: The Architecture of OCHD

2.1 User Interface

This module consists of three submodules and provides an
interface between the user and the system.

1. Session ParameterSession parameters consist of IP
address, day, duration, time, login/password etc of
current session. Some of them have to be given by
the user and the remaining parameters have to be gen-
erated by the system.

2. Query It accepts the QueryQ posed by the user.

3. Output The Response result with reference to the
query Q is given by the proposed system to the user.

2.2 Masquerader Determinator

Under the assumption that ”User A is masquerading as user
B”, this module attempts to determine or make a knowl-
edgeable guess for the identity of A (it may be noted that B
is already known through session parameters). The reader
is referred to Gupta et. al. [5] for details. Output of this
module is fed to the query manipulator. For our purposes,
we assume that this module has determined A.

2.3 Query Manipulator

It consists of two submodules:-

1. Query Transformer Inputs for query transformer
are:- (a) User defined queryQ and (b) output of the

masquerader determinator. The task of query trans-
former is to generate a queryQ′ which will display
that data which is asked by the user but modified as
per privacy policy of the system. So, the output of
query transformer isQ′ which is directed to query en-
gine for evaluation purpose.

2. Query Engine Inputs to the Query Engine are:- (a) ei-
ther user defined queryQ or the transformed queryQ′,
and (b) output of the masquerader determinator. The
output of query engine is the resultant query (eitherQ
or Q′).

2.4 Synthetic Result Generator

It consists of eight submodules:-

1. Query Intersector This submodule takes result of
queryQ w.r.t User A & User B. Its aim is to determine
the information common to the masquerader and the
masqueraded user. It will help in disclosing the orig-
inal part of the information. The intersection of the
query result is stored inResult R.

2. Comparator(R=∅ ?) This is a comparator box,
whose result output is either True or False. The in-
put to the box is from the inputR, which is checked
for empty set. If R=∅ is true then the control goes
to Synthetic Generator module otherwise retrieves to
Query Subtractor.



3. Query Subtractor This submodule retrieves the
stored data fromResult o f Q{ A,B }. Its aim is to
find the information not known to the masquerader, so
that, the information from synthetic table can be re-
ferred to accordingly. The output is the original part
of (A−B).

4. Synthetic GeneratorThis submodule replaces in to-
tality the requested view with the synthetic informa-
tion.

5. Replacer This submodule with respect to the view
(A−B) replaces the information with synthetic part.
This synthetic information will be generated ran-
domly in a manner which will help in the confirma-
tion/elimination of the suspicion. It will remain static
throughout the interaction and will be different for
each probable privacy violator.

6. Adder The objective of this submodule is the genera-
tion of combined view by fusing the outputs ofResult
R & Result T. This combined view is stored in Log
Archiver and termed asSynAB.

7. Log Archiver The task of this submodule is to cre-
ate log of each access and store all the details about
each access. These details includeSynAB, session pa-
rameters and both original and synthetic information
displayed to the masquerader.

8. Consistency CheckerSuccessful implementation of
Obliviousness characteristic greatly depends upon the
consistency of the shown data. Consistency checker
takes care these issue. It uses log archiver to gener-
ate resultZAB, so that consistency is not violated in
reference to what has been shown to the masquerader
earlier.

3 Workflow
In order to visualize the workflow of OCHD(Obliviousness
Characteristic ofHoneypotDatabase) architecture, we re-
fer to the example undertaken in [5], where malafide inten-
sion is to get details of a particular Actress using Login Id
and password of Doctor, as the probable violator can be a
nurse or a billing officer. Figure 1 gives the proposed ar-
chitecture. The numbers on the solid arrows in Figure 1
indicate the sequence of processing of modules. The dot-
ted lines indicate data sources. The workflow is described
below.

1. The probable privacy violator opens login page of the
hospital application and enters login id and password
of the doctor. As login id and password are correct,
authentication system permits the suspected user to
access database.

2. Now the privacy violator (who is now in the role of
doctor by masquerading) poses queryQ regarding de-
tails about the actress. IP address being used by viola-
tor, access time and similar other details are recorded

in the submodule Session Parameter.Q is now passed
on to Query Manipulator for further steps.

3. In order to determine the identity of the probable pri-
vacy violator (nurse or billing officer), the module
Masquerader Determinator is used.

4. The details of data which the authorized functionaries
(Doctor, Nurse, Billing Officer) are supposed to know,
are listed below and are stored in Domains of autho-
rized access.

Doctor → Doctor Id, Patient Id, Present and Past His-
tory of Illness, Patient age, Patient sex, Marital status
of Patient , Nurse ID, Nurse Action, Nurse Report,
Technician Id, Test Id, Test Report, Medicine Id, Pa-
tient Diagnose Over.

Nurse→ Nurse Id, Patient Id, Patient age, Patient sex,
Nurse Action, Nurse Report, Medicine Id, Patient Di-
agnoses Over.

Billing Officer → Billing Officer Id, Patient Id, Test
Id, Doctor Id, Nurse Id, Medicine Id, Doctor rate,
Nurse rate, test rate, medicine rate, Bill status.

5. Using data of Doctor and Nurse from storage of Do-
mains of Authorized Access, value ofR is determined
using Query Intersector.R for this example is a set
of values of the attributes common to both :- Nurse
ID, Patient ID, Patient Age, Patient Sex, Nurse Action,
Nurse Report, Medicine ID, Patient diagnose over.

6. SinceR is a non empty set, the value ofT is deter-
mined using Query Subtractor. Output of Query Sub-
tractor is a set of values of these attributes :- DocId,
Present and Past history of Illness, Marital Status, Te-
chinician ID. Synthetic values for this set will be gen-
erated.

7. The output of Query Subtractor is replaced with syn-
thetic information and then unified with Query Inter-
sector using submodule Adder. This output is termed
asSynAB.

8. The submodule Consistency Checker takesSynAB as
input and verifies from Log Archiver for maintaining
consistency of the part to be shown to the suspected
user. The output after verification results inZAB.

9. The privacy policy is enforced to transform queryQ
into queryQ′. This transformation is necessary to pro-
vide limited disclosure to the probable privacy viola-
tor. QueryQ′ is submitted to Query Engine, which
evaluates the queryQ′ using the dataZAB and the re-
sultant view is stored inR′ and shown to the suspected
user against the queryQ. The suspected user, if so de-
sires may pose a fresh queryQ and continue to remain
in the proposed workflow.

10. The processes listed at paras 2 to 9 will continue till
the suspected user logs out.



4 The Demonstration
In the proposed demonstration, we focus on the oblivious-
ness characteristic of the context honeypot. This is based
on the perceived knowledge of masquerader and the mas-
queraded identity. We have built a prototype of such a sys-
tem for medical domain where the specific malafide inten-
sion isDisclosure of an actress health information to news
media. If a suspected user becomes aware that he has been
put in the honeypot then he can take remedial step to escape
and that will defeat the purpose of the honeypot.
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